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Random House (Spring 2023)
Territory: North America
Editor: Robin Desser
Material: Edited manuscript
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: William Collins
Brazil: Intrinseca
Holland: Ambo Anthos

New Yorker staff writer Burkhard Bilger’s highly anticipated new 
project: part war story, part family memoir, exploring the moral 

ambiguity of life in a war zone

One June morning twenty-one years ago, Burkhard Bilger’s mother 
went to visit the schoolhouse in France where her father was stationed 
during the Second World War. This was in southern Alsace, in the town 
of Bartenheim. She was standing on the back steps when she saw an old 
man pass by the gate. He was pulling a toy wagon behind him with two 
small boys in it. He looked as if he might have lived there all his life. 

Burkhard’s mother hurried across the schoolhouse’s yard. By the 
time she reached the old man, she bid him good day and came to the 
point. Her father, Karl Gönner, lived here during the war, where was 
the town’s Nazi administrator and the principal of this school during 
the German occupation. When French troops reclaimed the town in 
November of 1944, Bilger’s grandfather was among the party leaders 
and collaborators who were rounded up and tied to a tree, awaiting 
execution. Did this man happen to remember him? The old man, whose 
name was Georges Tschill, just stared at her. “Ha jo!” he said. “Ich ha doch 
sie Lebe g’rettet!” Well of course, I saved his life, didn’t I?

What happened next is a story of both rebellion and compromise, often 
in the same people. It’s the tale of a once-fervent Nazi who earned the 
mercy of the Résistance, and of the French operative and the Jewish 
lawywer, Georges Tschill, who came to his defense—first in Bartenheim 
and then at the citadel in Strasbourg. Most of all, it’s a portrait of a 
small town torn between allegiences, where the certainties of war 
were everywhere muddied. Where any decision could make you a 
patriot or a traitor, depending on which history you believed, which 
country was in power that day.

Fatherland
Burkhard Bilger

Burkhard Bilger has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 2001 
His work has been anthologized ten times in the Best American series. 
He is the recipient of fellowships at the MacDowell Colony, Yale 
University, and the New York Public Library’s Cullman Center. His 
first book, Noodling for Flatheads, was a finalist for the PEN/Martha 
Albrand Award. 

“Fatherland is the book that we need right now. Gripping, 
gorgeously written, and deeply humane, it’s both a moving personal 
history and a formidable piece of detective work. Bilger wrestles with 

one of the essential questions of our time: How can we make peace 
with our ancestors’ past?” —Atul Gawande



Knopf (2023)
Territory: North America
Editor: Andrew Miller
Material: Edited manuscript
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: Hutchinson Heinemann
Brazil: Companhia das 
Letras
France: Flammarion
Germany: C. Bertelsmann
Holland: Het Spectrum
Italy: Mondadori
Japan: Bungeishunju
Korea: Sigongsa
Poland: Wydawinctwo 
Literackie
Spain: Seix Barral

Eve
200 Million Years of the Female Body
Cat Bohannon

From Cat Bohannon, a scientist, science writer, and poet, comes an 
eagerly anticipated and revolutionary new book on the science of the 

female body.

After years of inadequate research, the last two decades have seen 
a revolution in scientific attention to the female body, with exciting 
implications. What we are learning is that women have their own, vitally 
important evolutionary history and that their bodies function in ways 
that are radically different from a man’s. 

In this necessary update of Natalie Angier’s 1999 Woman: An Intimate 
Geography, Cat Bohannon’s Eve will stand as a modern-day Our Bodies, 
Ourselves: a seminal, thoroughly modern text that will provide women 
with an in-depth picture of why their bodies are the way they are and 
how biology and evolution affects our day-to-day experience. For 
example, did you know that early civilization may have been shaped 
by the evolutionary need for, and development of, gynecology? Or that 
breastfeeding can be so challenging for new mothers because human 
infants are born essentially “uncooked?”

 Each chapter will pose, and attempt to answer, an essential question of 
womanhood: “Why do we have breasts?” “Why do we menstruate?” 
“Why are women fatter than men?” “Do women see the world 
differently?” By exploring these questions through new scientific 
research, Eve will reveal the ways in which a scientific “male norm” has 
resulted in inadequate research into and understanding of the female 
body – with startling consequences for women. Full of personality, 
lyricism and wit, Bohannon’s writing seamlessly intertwines new 
information about the fossil record with humorous anecdotes about the 
outrageous hairstyles of the court of Louis the XVI.

Cat Bohannon has received a PhD from Columbia University, where 
she’s conducted research on the evolution of human cognition and 
narrative. In addition, she has earned MFAs in both poetry and 
nonfiction writing, and her essays and poems have appeared in Science 
Magazine, the Best American Nonrequired Reading, The Georgia Review, 
and Poets Against the War, among others. 



Masha Gessen is the author of eleven books, including the National 
Book Award-winning The Future Is History: How Totalitarianism 
Reclaimed Russia and The Man Without a Face: The Unlikely Rise of 
Vladimir Putin. A staff writer at the New Yorker and the recipient 
of numerous awards, including a Guggenheim Fellowship and a 
Carnegie Fellowship, Gessen teaches at Bard College and lives in 
New York City.

Riverhead (2023)
Territory: North America
Editor: Becky Salatan
Material: Pitch
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Agent: Howie 
Sanders @ Anonymous 
Content

Rights sold:
UK: Granta Books
Brazil: Intrinseca
Germany: Aufbau
Italy: Sellerio

Parallel Polis & Select Backlist
Masha Gessen

The new project from National Book Award winner 
Masha Gessen

An ambitious new project about utopian communities around the world, 
and a necessary counterpoint to Gessen’s award-winning writing on 

totalitarianism

Demagogues promise a return to an imaginary past. The opposite of 
demagogues—politicians—focus on visions of a glorious future. Gessen 
explores a number of such visions—visions of a more equal, sustainable 
life, visions of the common good and inclusive politics—as expressed 
in existing projects from around the world. From Detroit to Palestine to 
Medellin, Gessen reports on the concept of “parallel polis,” how small 
societies within larger societies can be instruments for social and political 
reform, creating new futures.

Here is a round-up of where Masha’s recent books have sold abroad:

Surviving Autocracy: UK (Granta Books), Czech Republic (Host 
Vydavatelstvi), Germany (Aufbau), Holland (De Bezige Bij), Spain 
(Turner), Sweden (Brombergs) 
 
The Future Is History: UK (Granta Books), Estonia (Ajakirjade), 
Finland (Docendo), Germany (Suhrkamp), Holland (De Bezige 
Bij), Hungary (Europa Press Holding), Italy (Sellerio), Poland 
(Proszynski), Romania (Editura Publisol), Spain (Turner), Sweden 
(Brombergs), Taiwan (Marco Polo), Turkey (Epsilon) 

Praise for The Future is History

“Fascinating and deeply felt.”—The New York Times Book Review

“Ambitious, timely, insightful and unsparing ... You feel right there 
on the streets.” —The Washington Post



Active licenses: UK (Granta Books), Brazil (Intrinseca), Germany 
(Piper), Greece (Patakis), Holland (Ambo|Anthos), Italy (Sellerio), 
Norway (Gyldendal Norsk), Spain (Debate)

Up for renewal: Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Israel, Japan, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Taiwan, 
Turkey

Riverhead (2013)
Territory: North America
Editor: Becky Salatan
Material: Paperback copies
Agents Elyse Cheney 
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Agent: Howie 
Sanders @ Anonymous 
Content

New preface forthcoming

National Book Award winner Masha Gessen’s biography of a 
ruthless man’s ascent to near-absolute power

The Man Without a Face is the chilling account of how a low-level, 
small-minded KGB operative ascended to the Russian presidency 
and, in an astonishingly short time, destroyed years of progress and 
made his country once more a threat to her own people and to the 
world.

Handpicked as a successor by the “family” surrounding an ailing and 
increasingly unpopular Boris Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin seemed like a 
perfect choice for the oligarchy to shape according to its own designs. 
Suddenly the boy who had stood in the shadows, dreaming of ruling 
the world, was a public figure, and his popularity soared. Russia and 
an infatuated West were determined to see the progressive leader 
of their dreams, even as he seized control of media, sent political 
rivals and critics into exile or to the grave, and smashed the country’s 
fragile electoral system, concentrating power in the hands of his 
cronies.

As a journalist living in Moscow, Masha Gessen experienced this 
history firsthand, and for The Man Without a Face they have drawn 
on information and sources no other writer has tapped. Their account 
of how a “faceless” man maneuvered his way into absolute—and 
absolutely corrupt—power is the definitive biography of Vladimir 
Putin.

The Man Without a Face
The Unlikely Rise of Vladimir Putin
Masha Gessen

“In a country where journalists critical of the government have a way 
of meeting untimely deaths, [Masha] Gessen has shown remarkable 

courage in researching and writing this unflinching indictment of the 
most powerful man in Russia.” —The Wall Street Journal
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Mary Pember, a citizen of the Red Cliff Ojibwe tribe, is a national 
correspondent for Indian Country Today. Her work has appeared 
in The Atlantic, the Washington Post, the Guardian, The Columbia 
Journalism Review, and Al Jazeera, among others. She has won 
numerous honors for her work, including the Rosalyn Carter 
Fellowship for Mental Health Journalism, the Ida B. Wells 
Fellowship, and the Native American Journalists Association Richard 
LaCourse Award.

Pantheon (2024)
Territory: North America
Editor: David Treuer
Material: Proposal
Agents: Adam Eaglin & 
Isabel Mendia
UK Agent: Matthew 
Marland @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Sold in a preempt, in a significant deal 

From award-winning Ojibwe journalist Mary Pember, the definitive 
yet deeply personal history of Native American boarding schools and 

their legacy

When Mary Pember was a child, she watched her mother, Bernice, 
suffer from a trauma young Mary couldn’t understand. Mary would try 
to console her mother and commiserate through dark humor about the 
cruel nuns at the boarding school Bernice attended as a girl. Through it 
all, her mother’s mental illness remained a shameful family secret.

After years of struggling with her own trauma and addiction, Mary 
became a journalist and began investigating the terrible history of 
America’s Native American boarding school program. It was only then 
she realized that her mother was one of over one hundred thousand 
indigenous children who were subjected to cultural genocide over 
nearly 150 years. Mary began to use her platform as a journalist to 
uncover the full story of what had happened—and at the same time, 
discovered a blueprint for healing in her own life.

The book promises to be a pivotal contribution to our understanding 
of America’s treatment of indigenous peoples—showing how the 
state inflicted trauma on an entire community of people that cascaded 
across generations—but Mary aims to do more than capture this untold 
history. Structured around her journey to understand and heal, Mary 
shows us how she eventually learned to process, and overcome, her 
family’s intergenerational trauma. Surviving Sister School is ultimately 
a vehicle for radical hope. If we honestly and frankly grapple with the 
horrors of our collective past, Mary shows, it is possible to look to the 
future with hope and even joy.

Surviving Sister School
A Daughter’s Journey to Uncover the History of Native American 
Boarding Schools—and Overcome Family Trauma 
Mary Pember



Doubleday (2026)
Territory: North America
Editor: Kris Puopolo
Material: Proposal
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Beniamino 
Ambrosi 
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: Viking UK
Brazil: Todavia
Germany: Aufbau
Holland: Ambo | Anthos
Italy: Rizzoli
Spain: PAIDOS

A New Story of Art
The True History of Human Creativity
Paris Spies-Gans

An electrifying work of revisionist history in the recent tradition of 
The Dawn of Everything

If you’ve taken an art history class in the last half century, you’ve 
likely read Janson’s History of Art or the more narratively driven 
The Story of Art by Ernest Gombrich. These books takes readers on a 
fascinating journey that reveals the distinctive human drive to make 
art. In Gombrich’s history of Western art, though, there is not a single 
reference—from cave paintings to the 1950s—of a female artist.

But a combination of new scientific methods, archaeological 
discoveries and contemporary research now reveal the truth: that 
women have been vibrant, highly praised and influential participants 
in the world of art since the beginning of the human record.  
 
A New Story of Art will pen a true version of Gombrich’s 
foundational narrative. Rather than any sort of recovery project or 
an account of women artists through history, the book will show that 
one can tell the history of art with dynamic and central examples 
of female artists. It will also narrate how and when women were 
written out of this story and will reckon with changing definitions of 
greatness.
 
A powerful reframing, A New Story of Art will be a highly readable, 
narratively told work of serious cultural significance at a time when 
women artists are receiving immense public attention. But the 
implications of the story reach far beyond the confines of art history, 
into every aspect of life. For if women weren’t simply agents of 
domesticity, then who were they and what did they accomplish? And 
who else has been written out of history? A New Story of Art will be 
a major addition to recent literature rewiring our understanding of 
Western Civilization.

Paris Spies-Gans is both a historian and a historian of art with 
years of museum experience.  She is currently a Junior Fellow at the 
Harvard Society of Fellows and her first book, A Revolution on Canvas, 
comes out from Yale University Press this year. Her research has 
been supported by fellowships from the Harvard Society of Fellows, 
the J. Paul Getty Trust, the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British 
Art, the Yale Center for British Art, the Lewis Walpole Library, and 
Princeton University.



James McAuley is a contributing columnist for The Washington Post. 
His first academic book, The House of Fragile Things, was published 
to critical acclaim by Yale in May 2021. His second book, Edmond de 
Rothschild, will appear in 2022 as part of Yale’s “Jewish Lives” series. 
His writing has also appeared in The New York Review of Books, The New 
York Times, and Le Monde.

Knopf (2024)
Territory: North America
Editor: Jonathan Segal
Material: Proposal
Agent: Adam Eaglin 
UK Agent: Matthew 
Marland @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: The Bodley Head
Brazil: Companhia das 
Letras
France: Calmann-Levy
Germany: Aufbau
Holland: De Arbeiderspers
Italy: Mondadori
Spain: Taurus
Sweden: Bonniers

From the author of the National Jewish Book Award winner 
The House of Fragile Things

From 1941 to 1945, Nazi Germany imprisoned and systematically 
murdered six million Jews. Today, over 75 years after the end of the 
Holocaust, it might feel like the story of this tragedy is cemented in our 
culture, but its story and memory are increasingly in danger. We will soon 
lose the last generation of survivors who experienced these horrible events 
firsthand. At the same time, Holocaust denial has risen to unprecedented 
levels across the globe. 

James McAuley’s Black Milk of Dawn—the title of which is drawn 
from a poem by Holocaust survivor Paul Celan—will be the definitive 
and sweeping history of the fight for Holocaust memory and the larger 
philosophical and political debates that raged around its memorial. In 
the tradition of Tony Judt’s Postwar and Timothy Snyder’s Bloodlands, the 
book will offer a rich narrative that, beginning at the height of World War 
II and ending in the fraught global political climate of today, will follow 
an unforgettable cast of characters as they grapple with the legacy of the 
Holocaust on world history and on Jewish identity.

Ultimately, Black Milk of Dawn promises to be a magisterial and 
beautifully written work of history that is essential for today. McAuley’s 
hope, too, is that it will offer a set of insights that apply to historical (and 
present day) atrocities beyond the Holocaust itself, and provide all of us a 
way forward as we continue to remember and reckon with the horrors of 
our past.

Black Milk of Dawn
Holocaust Memory and Jewish Survival
James McAuley

Praise for The House of Fragile Things

“Engrossing.” —Jackie Wullschläger, Financial Times

“A moving portrait of a glittering, doomed world.” 
—The Economist



Penguin Press (2024)
Territory: North America
Editor: Will Heyward
Material: Proposal
Agent: Adam Eaglin
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: William Collins
Greece: Metaichmio
Taiwan: Heliopolis

Blue Power
Cobalt, China, and the Scramble to Dominate the New Energy Revolution
Nicolas Niarchos

Based on a widely-shared longform New Yorker piece, a poweful 
debut book on the global race to mine cobalt, the mineral that powers 

the batteries of Teslas, iPhones, and many more devices we rely on

In May 2021, Nicolas Niarchos published a New Yorker piece that 
resonated so powerfully with its readers, it was used to direct 
political effect in the drafting of amendments to the US energy bill. 

Now, Niarchos plans on expanding the piece into a riveting and 
truly global tale about tech, geo-politics, and the terrible human 
and environmental costs therein.  Through gritty, on-the-ground 
reporting, the book will question the narrative that replacing carbon-
powered machines with electric ones is an unequivocal good. The 
green revolution in cars is being driven by lithium-ion batteries, 
and the essential component of these batteries is cobalt, a mineral 
mostly to be found in the Democratic Republic of Congo. A terrible 
price is being paid in the extraction of that cobalt from the open cast 
mines of the DRC, especially as China has used corruption and state-
sanctioned expansionist policies to take control of virtually every part 
of the supply chain.  

Taking a historical perspective, Niarchos will follow the chronology 
of this competition for control over the cobalt mines from the 1970s, 
when lithium-ion batteries were invented, to the present day. Along 
the way he will investigate the legacy of Congo’s complex colonial 
history; China’s rapid expansion of its industrial and battery-
production capacity; the way the post-2000s tech boom—in both Asia 
and the West—was predicated upon the improvement of battery 
technology; how companies like Apple and Tesla became beholden 
to the Chinese supply chain; and alternatives for the future, including 
recycling and new technologies. Niarchos would like Blue Power to 
do for battery energy and the geopolitical struggle for dominance in 
the new sphere of renewable energy what Daniel Yergin’s The Prize 
did for the age of oil. 

Nicolas Niarchos was raised in the UK and of Greek, British, and 
Irish extraction. He began his journalistic career a decade ago as a 
fact checker at the New Yorker. He has reported extensively from 
Africa and the Middle East over the past five years, more recently 
narrowing his focus to the Democratic Republic of Congo. He speaks 
French and Greek fluently.  



Now DeliveredNow Delivered



W.W. Norton (October 2022)
Territory: North America
Material: Edited manuscript
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Beniamino 
Ambrosi
Film/TV Agent: Howie 
Sanders @ Anonymous 
Content

Rights sold:
Brazil: Zahar
Holland: Het Spectrum

An American Martyr in Persia
The Epic Life and Tragic Death of Howard Baskerville
Reza Aslan

The new book from the #1 NYT bestselling author of Zealot

In this page-turning new book, acclaimed writer Reza Aslan recounts 
the spellbinding tale of Howard Baskerville, an unrecognized 20th 

century hero.
 
This is a very personal book for Reza, telling a crucial if now partially 
forgotten chapter of Iranian history in riveting detail, a chapter that 
reverberates powerfully to this day. Baskerville, after humble South 
Dakota beginnings and an education at Princeton volunteered for 
missionary service in Persia in 1907. He arrived in Tabriz, which was 
then a hotbed of democratic revolution. He was aflame not only with 
the gospel of Jesus, but with the vision that constitutional democracy 
is the birthright of all nations. Brilliant young firebrands were among 
Baskerville’s students—and became his devoted friends. He lectured 
on freedom; they dedicated their lives to it. Baskerville took part in 
the Constitutional Revolution, alongside the famous Sattar Khan, that 
had started in 1905, and he would die on the battlefield in 1909.

Was Howard Baskerville the “American Lafayette” of Iran? How 
seriously do any of us take our ideals of constitutional democracy, 
and whose freedom do we support? Baskerville was at the center 
of a whirlwind of change and possibility at the turn of the previous 
century. As we live through similar times of chaos and imperiled 
democracy, Reza points to Baskerville’s story for inspiration and 
understanding.

Reza Aslan is an acclaimed writer and scholar of religions. He is 
the author of the #1 NYT bestseller, Zealot, and editor of Norton’s 
Tablet & Pen: Literary Landscapes from the Modern Middle East.  

Praise for Zealot

“Riveting . . . Aslan synthesizes Scripture and scholarship to create an 
original account.”—The New Yorker

“A lucid, intelligent page-turner.”—Los Angeles Times 

“Fascinatingly and convincingly drawn.”—The Seattle Times



Kate Zernike has been a reporter for The New York Times since 2000. 
She was a member of the team that won the 2002 Pulitzer Prize for 
Explanatory Reporting for stories about al-Qaeda before and after the 
9/11 terror attacks. She was previously a reporter for The Boston Globe, 
where she broke the story on which The Exceptions is based. She’s the 
granddaughter of Fritz Zernike, renown Dutch physicist and winner of 
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1953. 

Scribner (February 2023)
Territory: North America
Editor: Kathy Belden
Material: Edited manuscript
Agent: Elyse Cheney
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: Simon & Schuster UK

The triumphant, untold story of a group of determined, brilliant women 
who used the power of the collective and the tools of science to inspire 

radical change

In 1999 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology admitted to 
discriminating against women on its faculty, forcing institutions to 
confront a problem they had long ignored: the need for more women 
at the top levels of science. Written by the journalist who first broke 
the story, The Exceptions is the untold story of how sixteen highly 
accomplished women on the MIT faculty came together to do the work 
that triggered the historic admission. 
 
The Exceptions centers on the life of Nancy Hopkins, a reluctant feminist 
who became the leader of the sixteen and a hero to two generations 
of women in science. Hired to prestigious universities at the dawn 
of affirmative action efforts in the 1970s, Dr. Hopkins and her peers 
embarked on their careers believing that science was, at last, a pure 
meritocracy. Only when these few women came together after decades 
of underpayment and the denial of credit, advancement, and equal 
resources to do their work did they recognize the relentless pattern: 
women were often marginalized and minimized, especially as they grew 
older. 
 
The Exceptions is a powerful yet all-too-familiar story that will resonate 
with all professional women who experience what those at MIT called 
“21st century discrimination”—a subtle and stubborn bias, often 
unconscious but still damaging. As in bestsellers from Hidden Figures to 
Lab Girl and Code Girls, we are offered a rare glimpse into the world of 
high-level scientific research and learn about the extraordinary female 
scientists whose work has been overlooked throughout history, and how 
these women courageously fought for fair treatment as they struggled to 
achieve the recognition they rightfully deserve. 

The Exceptions
Sixteen Women, MIT, and the Fight for Equality in Science
Kate Zernike



Kieran Setiya has researched and taught philosophy for more than 
two decades. He is the author of Midlife: A Philosophical Guide, which 
was translated into a dozen languages. His writing has appeared in 
the LA Review of Books, the TLS, London Review of Books, NY Times, 
Aeon, The Yale Review, and elsewhere.

Riverhead (October 2022)
Territory: North America
Editor: Courtney Young
Material: Galley PDF
Agent: Allison Devereux
UK Agent: Chris Wellbelove 
@ Aitken Alexander
Film/TV Contact: Isabel 
Kaplan

Rights sold:
UK: Hutchinson Heinemann
China: CTPH
Germany: dtv
Greece: Metaichmio
Korea: Minumsa
Portugal: Planeta Portugal
Romania: Editura Trei
Spain: Paidos
Taiwan: Business Weekly 
Publications

From MIT philosopher and acclaimed author of Midlife Kieran Setiya, 
a philosophical guide to facing life’s inevitable hardships

Life is hard - as the past few years have made painfully clear. From personal 
trauma to the injustice and absurdity of the world, sometimes simply going 
on can feel too much.

But could there be solace—and even hope—in acknowledging the hardships 
of the human condition? Might doing so free us from the tyranny of striving 
for our “best lives” and help us find warmth, humanity, and humour in the 
lives we actually have? Could it inspire in us the desire for a better world?

In this profound and personal book, Kieran Setiya shows how philosophy 
can help us find our way. He shares his own experience with chronic pain 
and the consolation that comes from making sense of it. He asks what 
we can learn from loneliness and loss about the value of human life. And 
he explores how we can fail with grace, confront injustice, and search for 
meaning in the face of despair. Drawing on ancient and modern philosophy, 
as well as fiction, comedy, social science and personal essay, Life is Hard 
is a book for this moment - a work of solace and compassion. It draws us 
towards justice, for ourselves and others, by acknowledging what it means 
to be alive.

Life Is Hard
How Philosophy Can Help Us Find Our Way 
Kieran Setiya

“An eloquent, moving, witty and above all useful demonstration of 
philosophy’s power to help us weather the storms of being human—
not with rarefied theories about the best way to live, but by making 

the best of life as it really is.” ―Oliver Burkeman, author of the NYT 
bestseller Four Thousand Weeks

“Setiya’s insights are stunning, his compassion sustaining. Anyone 
susceptible to life’s hardships must read this book—which means 

that everyone must read it.” ―Rebecca Newberger Goldstein, author 
of Plato at The Googleplex: Why Philosophy Won’t Go Away



Penguin Press (Sept. 2022)
Territory: North America
Editor: Scott Moyers
Material: Edited manuscript
Agent: Alice Whitwham
UK Agent: Natasha 
Fairweather @ RCW
Film/TV Agent: Kristina 
Moore @ UTA

Rights sold:
UK: RiverRun
China: CITIC

The Storm Is Here
An American Crucible
Luke Mogelson

The New Yorker’s award-winning war correspondent returns to 
his own country to chronicle a story of mounting civic breakdown 
and violent disorder, in a vivid eyewitness narrative of revelatory 

explanatory power

In early 2020, Luke Mogelson, who had been living in France and 
covering the Global War on Terrorism, returned home to report on 
the social discord that the pandemic was bringing to the fore in the 
US. Soon, he found himself embedded with militias descending on 
the Michigan state capitol. From there, the story swept him on to 
Minneapolis, then to Portland, and ultimately to Washington, D.C. 
His stories for The New Yorker were hailed as essential first drafts of 
history. They were just the tip of the iceberg. 

The Storm Is Here is the definitive eyewitness account of how—
during a season of sickness, economic uncertainty, and violence—a 
large segment of Americans became convinced that they needed to 
rise up against dark forces plotting to take their country away from 
them, and then did just that. It builds month by month, through vivid 
accounts of events on the ground, from the onset of the pandemic 
to the attack on the US Capitol—when Mogelson was in the Senate 
chamber with the insurrectionists—and its aftermath. Bravely 
reported and beautifully written, Mogelson’s book follows the 
tradition of some of the essential chronicles of war and unrest of our 
time.

Luke Mogelson has written for The New Yorker since 2013. Previously, 
Mogelson was a contributing writer for The New York Times Magazine, 
based in Kabul. He has won the National Magazine Award and two 
George Polk Awards.

Praise for Luke Mogelson’s January 6th coverage for The New 
Yorker

“This is an extraordinary first draft of history.”—Ezra Klein

“This is a remarkable-and remarkably disturbing-first-hand account 
... Really worth reading.”—David Axelrod

“Some of the finest & most disturbing war reportage you’ll read—
and from the heart of the U.S. Capitol.”—David Grann
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Two Wheels Good
The History and Mystery of the Bicycle
Jody Rosen

A panoramic revisionist portrait of the nineteenth-century invention that 
is transforming the twenty-first century world

 
In Two Wheels Good, writer and critic Jody Rosen reshapes our 
understanding of the bicycle, an ever-present force in humanity’s life 
and dreamlife—and a flashpoint in culture wars—for more for than two 
hundred years. Combining history, reportage, travelogue, and memoir, 
Rosen sweeps across centuries and around the globe, unfolding the 
bicycle’s saga from its invention in 1817 to its present-day renaissance as 
a “green machine,” an emblem of sustainability in a world afflicted by 
pandemic and climate change. Readers meet unforgettable characters: 
feminist rebels who steered bikes to the barricades in the 1890s, a 
prospector who pedaled across the frozen Yukon to join the Klondike gold 
rush, a Bhutanese king who races mountain bikes in the Himalayas, a cycle 
rickshaw driver who navigates the seething streets of the world’s fastest-
growing megacity, astronauts who ride a floating bicycle in zero gravity 
aboard the International Space Station.
 
Two Wheels Good examines the bicycle’s past and peers into its future, 
challenging myths and clichés, while uncovering cycling’s connection to 
colonial conquest and the gentrification of cities. But the book is also a love 
letter: a reflection on the sensual and spiritual pleasures of bike riding and 
an ode to an engineering marvel—a wondrous vehicle whose passenger is 
also its engine.

Jody Rosen is a contributing writer for The New York Times Magazine. 
His writing on culture, politics, transportation, and music has 
appeared in The New Yorker, Slate, New York, the Los Angeles Times, 
and other publications.

“The real feat of this book is that it takes us on a ride—across the 
centuries and around the globe, through startling history and 

vivid first-person reporting—offering not just a wry, rich, deeply 
researched meditation on the bicycle and our relationship to it, but 
the headlong rush of cruising on two wheels into the unknown.”

—Patrick Radden Keefe, author of Empire of Pain 

“ Witty prose, exhaustive research, and Rosen’s contagious 
enthusiasm ensure that this standout history will appeal to cyclists 

and non-cyclists alike.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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Every Good Boy Does Fine
A Love Story, in Music Lessons
Jeremy Denk

In this brilliant, wickedly funny memoir, world famous pianist 
Jeremy Denk shows that music is love and love is music.

 
Life is difficult enough as a precocious, temperamental, insufferable 
six-year-old piano prodigy. But then a family meltdown forces a 
move to the desert, far from classical music’s nerve centers, and 
Jeremy Denk has to please a new taskmaster while navigating cacti 
and the perils of junior high. In college, at the Julliard School, he 
studies with music teachers as terrifying as they are munificent. 
Bewildered by all things romantic, he stumbles into adulthood and 
ultimately finds his way as one of the world’s greatest living pianists.
 
There are few writers working today who write as eloquently and 
wittingly about the joys and miseries of artistic practice. Hours of 
daily repetition, mystifying early advice, pressure from parents and 
teachers—an ongoing battle of talent against two enemies: boredom 
and insecurity. In his stunning prose, Denk explores how classical 
music pervades “real life,” despite its distance in time. He dives 
into pieces and composers that have shaped him—Bach, Mozart, 
Schubert, and Brahms, among others—and gives unusual lessons on 
melody, harmony, and rhythm. Why and how do these fundamental 
elements have such a visceral effect on us? He tries to sum up many 
of the lessons he has gotten, to remind us that music is our creation, 
and that we need to keep asking questions about its purpose.

Jeremy Denk is one of America’s foremost pianists. Winner of a 
MacArthur “Genius” Fellowship and the Avery Fisher Prize, Denk 
is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. His 
recordings have reached No. 1 on the Billboard classical charts and 
featured on many “best of the year” lists. His writing has appeared 
in The New Yorker, The New Republic, The Guardian, and The New 
York Times Book Review. 

“A boy tumbles into manhood while learning classical piano in this 
raucous coming-of-age memoir … Denk’s sparkling prose, frankness, 

and humor make for an indelible portrait of the musician as a 
bewildered kid.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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Camera Man
The Dawn of Cinema, and the Invention of the Twentieth Century
Dana Stevens

Dana Stevens has been Slate’s film critic since 2006. She is also a 
cohost of the magazine’s long-running culture podcast, Culture 
Gabfest, and has written for The New York Times, The Washington Post, 
The Atlantic, and Bookforum. 

In this genre-defying work of cultural history, the chief film critic of 
Slate places comedy legend and acclaimed filmmaker Buster Keaton’s 

unique creative genius in the context of his time.

Born the same year as the film industry in 1895, Buster Keaton went 
on to enjoy a decade-long stretch as the director, star, stuntman, 
editor, and all-around mastermind of some of the greatest silent 
comedies ever made, including Sherlock Jr. and The General.

Even through his dark middle years as a depressed alcoholic, 
Keaton’s life reflected the changes going on in the world around him. 
He found success in three different mediums at their creative peak: 
first vaudeville, then silent film, and finally television in its early 
years. Over the course of his action-packed seventy years on earth, 
his life trajectory intersected with those of such influential figures as 
the escape artist Harry Houdini, the pioneering Black stage comedian 
Bert Williams, the television legend Lucille Ball, and literary 
innovators like F. Scott Fitzgerald and Samuel Beckett.

In Camera Man, film critic Dana Stevens pulls the lens out from 
Keaton’s life and work to look at concurrent developments in 
entertainment, journalism, law, technology, the political and social 
status of women, and the popular understanding of addiction. 
With erudition and sparkling humor, Stevens hopscotches among 
disciplines to bring us up to the present day, when Keaton’s 
breathtaking (and sometimes life-threatening) stunts remain more 
popular than ever as they circulate on the internet in the form of 
viral gifs. Far more than a biography or a work of film history, 
Camera Man is a wide-ranging meditation on modernity that paints a 
complex portrait of a one-of-a-kind artist.

“Stevens offers a series of pas de deux between Keaton and other 
personages of his time ... It’s a new kind of history, making more of 
overlapping horizontal ‘frames’ than of direct chronological history, 

and Stevens does it extraordinarily well.” —The New Yorker

“[An] incisive work of cultural criticism.” —Los Angeles Times



“Thoughtful ... rousing ... As the author explains, overcoming 
internalised bias isn’t a matter of flipping a mental switch; it is a 

lifelong process of constantly questioning our deeply held beliefs. 
None of us is immune.”  ―The Guardian

“Too often people think in terms of discrete moments ... but Nordell 
points out that bias is often iterative and chronic ... This isn’t a book 

that lets anyone off the hook. The End of Bias argues for a more 
profound sense of responsibility.“

 ―The New York Times Book Review
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Shortlisted for the Lukas Book Prize for Excellence in 
Journalism; for the New York Public Library Helen Bernstein 

Book Award for Excellence in Journalism; and for the 2021 
Royal Society Science Book Prize

A transformative, groundbreaking exploration into how we can eradicate 
unintentional bias and discrimination

Unconscious bias: persistent prejudiced behaviour that clashes with our 
consciously held beliefs. Its effects can be corrosive, even lethal. It robs 
organizations of talent, science of breakthroughs, politics of insight, 
individuals of their futures and communities of justice. So what real-world 
steps can we take to counteract it?

Drawing on ten years’ immersion in the topic, Jessica Nordell digs deep 
into the cognitive science and social psychology that underpin efforts to 
create change, and introduces us to the people who are practising a range 
of promising methods: the police using mindfulness to regulate high-stress 
situations; the doctors whose diagnostic checklists help eliminate bias in 
treatment; the lawyers and educators striving to embed equality all the way 
from the early-years playroom to the boardroom.

Biased behaviour can be ended. This path-breaking, inspiring and 
indispensable book shows us how.

The End of Bias: A Beginning
The Science and Practice of Overcoming Unconscious Bias
Jessica Nordell

Jessica Nordell is a science and culture journalist who has been 
covering unconscious bias and its antidotes for fifteen years. Her 
essays and reporting on the subject have appeared in The Atlantic, 
The New York Times, The New Republic, The Washington Post, and many 
other publications.
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Accidental Gods
On Men Unwittingly Turned Divine
Anna Della Subin

A NYT Editors’ Choice 

A provocative history of men who were worshipped as gods that 
illuminates the connection between power and religion and the role 

of divinity in a secular age

Ever since 1492, when Christopher Columbus made landfall in the 
New World and was hailed as a heavenly being, the accidental 
god has haunted the modern age. From Ethiopia’s Haile Selassie, 
acclaimed as the Living God in Jamaica, to Britain’s Prince Philip, 
who became the unlikely center of a new religion on a South Pacific 
island, men made divine―always men―have appeared on every 
continent. And because these deifications always emerge at moments 
of turbulence―civil wars, imperial conquest, revolutions―they have 
much to teach us.

In a revelatory history spanning five centuries, a cast of surprising 
deities helps to shed light on the thorny questions of how our 
modern concept of “religion” was invented; why religion and politics 
are perpetually entangled in our supposedly secular age; and how 
the power to call someone divine has been used and abused by both 
oppressors and the oppressed.

At once deeply learned and delightfully antic, Accidental Gods offers 
an unusual keyhole through which to observe the creation of our 
modern world. It is that rare thing: a lyrical, entertaining work of 
ideas, one that marks the debut of a remarkable literary career.

Anna Della Subin is is a writer, critic, and independent scholar born 
in New York. Her essays have appeared in the New York Review of 
Books, Harper’s, the New York Times, and the London Review of Books. A 
senior editor at Bidoun, she studied the history of religion at Harvard 
Divinity School.

“An irreverent bible in its own right, a sort of celestial thought 
experiment ... On the one hand, Subin says, deification has been used 
to subjugate, to colonize, to oppress ... But Subin also draws attention 

to deification’s emancipatory potential ... A roving and ambitious 
book.” ―Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times Book Review

“Anna Della Subin writes beautifully of the spiritual life of 
marginalized people ... convincing ... compassionate ... compelling.”

―The New Yorker



After the Fall
The Rise of Authoritarianism in the World We’ve Made
Ben Rhodes

An instant NYT Bestseller
One of Amazon’s Best Books of 2021

Why is democracy so threatened around the world? And what can 
we do about it? Ben Rhodes travels the globe in a deeply personal, 

beautifully observed quest for answers.

In 2017, Ben Rhodes watched as the legacy he and President Obama 
worked to build for eight years exploded. To understand what was 
happening in America, Rhodes decided to look outwards. Over  
the next three years, he travels from Hungary to Russia to China 
back to America, unravelling the authoritarian playbook. Along 
the way, Navalny, a Russian opposition leader he spends time with 
is poisoned, the Hong Kong protesters he comes to know see their 
movement snuffed out, and America itself reaches the precipice of 
losing democracy before giving itself a second chance.

After the Fall is a hugely ambitious and essential work on the global 
descent into authoritarianism. Throughout, Rhodes comes to realize 
the damage wrought by the excesses of the post-Cold War embrace 
of unbridled capitalism, post-9/11 nationalism and militarism, 
mania for technology and social media At the same time, he wrestles 
with how peoples’ yearning for identity and belonging has been 
weaopnized by nationalists, but can be reclaimed by those fighting 
for a future that is truly democratic.

Ben Rhodes served as deputy national security advisor to 
President Obama, overseeing the administration’s national security 
communications, speechwriting, public diplomacy, and global 
engagement programming. He is the author of the NYT bestelling 
memoir The World As It Is.
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“Vital reading for ... people anywhere who seek to understand 
what is happening ‘after the fall’ of the global system.” 

—New York Journal of Books

“Belongs in conversation with recent works on the specter of 
American fascism and the failings of American empire.” 

—The Washington Post



Mark Leibovich is a staff writer at The Atlantic, and was the Chief 
National Correspondent for the New York Times Magazine. He is 
the recipient of the National Magazine Award for profile writing. 
Leibovich is the author of three books, including This Town. Prior 
to joining the Times magazine in 2012, Leibovich covered national 
politics in the NYT’s Washington Bureau. 
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The new book from #1 NYT bestselling author of This Town

The eyewitness account of how the GOP collaborated with Donald Trump 
to transform Washington’s “swamp” into a gold-plated hot tub—and a 

onetime party of rugged individualists into a sycophantic personality cult

In the early months of Trump’s candidacy, the Republican Party’s 
most important figures were united—and loud—in their scorn and 
contempt. Even more, in their outrage: Trump was a menace and an 
affront to our democracy. Then, awkwardly, Trump won.

Thank You for Your Servitude is Mark Leibovich’s unflinching 
account of the moral rout of a major American political party, 
tracking the transformation of Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz, Lindsey 
Graham, and their ilk into the administration’s chief enablers, and 
the swamp’s lesser lights into frantic chasers of the grift. What 
would these politicos do to preserve their place in the sun, or at 
least the orbit of the spray tan? What would they do to preserve 
their “relevance”? Almost anything, it turns out. Trump’s savage 
bullying of everyone in his circle, along with his singular command 
of his political base, created a dangerous culture of submission in the 
Republican Party. Meanwhile, many of the most alpha of the lapdogs 
happily conceded to Mark Leibovich that they were “in on the joke.” 
As Lindsey Graham told the author, his supporters in South Carolina 
generally don’t read The New York Times, and they won’t read this 
book, either. All that cynicism, shading into nihilism, led to a country 
truly unhinged from reality, and to the events of January 6, 2021. It’s 
a vista that makes the Washington of This Town seem like a comedy 
of manners in comparison. 
 
Thank You for Your Servitude isn’t another view from the Oval 
Office: it’s the view from the Trump Hotel. We can check out any 
time we want, but only time will tell if we can ever leave.

Thank You for Your Servitude
Donald Trump’s Washington and the Price of Submission
Mark Leibovich
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Alexander Weinstein is the Director of The Martha’s Vineyard 
Institute of Creative Writing. He is the recipient of a Sustainable Arts 
Foundation Award, and his stories have been nominated for Pushcart 
Prizes. He is an Associate Professor of Creative Writing at Siena 
Heights University and a freelance editor.
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Includes “After Yang,” Now a Major Motion Picture, 
Starring Colin Farrell & Jodie Turner-Smith, and 

Produced by A24

Two other stories, “Children of the New World” and “Rocket Night,” 
from this New York Times Notable book are also in development for 

film projects.

Children of the New World introduces readers to a near-future world 
of social media implants, memory manufacturers, dangerously 
immersive virtual reality games, and alarmingly intuitive robots. Many 
of these characters live in a utopian future of instant connection and 
technological gratification that belies an unbridgeable human distance, 
while others inhabit a post-collapse landscape made primitive by 
disaster, which they must work to rebuild as we once did millennia 
ago. 
 
In “The Cartographers,” the main character works for a company that 
creates and sells virtual memories, while struggling to maintain a real-
world relationship sabotaged by an addiction to his own creations. 
In “After Yang,” the robotic brother of an adopted Chinese child 
malfunctions, and only in his absence does the family realize how real 
a son he has become. 
 
Children of the New World grapples with our unease in this modern 
world and how our ever-growing dependence on new technologies 
has changed the shape of our society. Alexander Weinstein is a 
visionary and singular voice in speculative fiction for all of us who are 
fascinated by and terrified of what we might find on the horizon.

Children of the New World
Stories
Alexander Weinstein

“A darkly mesmerizing, fearless, and exquisitely written 
work. Stunning, harrowing, and brilliantly imagined.” 

—Emily St. John Mandel, author of Station Eleven
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The instant NYT bestseller, soon to be an HBO series 
starring Claire Foy & produced by Anonymous Content

The book Facebook doesn't want you to read

Award-winning NY Times reporters Sheera Frenkel and Cecilia Kang 
unveil the tech story of our times in a riveting, behind-the-scenes 

exposé that offers the definitive account of Facebook’s fall from grace. 

Since 2016, Facebook has been under constant fire, roiled by cascad-
ing controversies and crises. While the tech giant was connecting the 
world, they were also mishandling users’ data, spreading fake news, 
and amplifying dangerous, polarizing hate speech. Leadership deci-
sions at the company enabled, and then attempted to deflect attention 
from, massive privacy breaches and Russian meddling in a presiden-
tial election. Facebook’s engineers were instructed to create tools that 
encouraged people to spend as much time on the platform as possi-
ble, even as those same tools boosted inflammatory rhetoric, conspir-
acy theories, and partisan filter bubbles.

Drawing on their unrivaled sources, Frenkel and Kang take the reader 
inside the complex court politics, alliances and rivalries within the com-
pany, its growing political influence as well as its skirmishes with priva-
cy groups, to reveal that the missteps of the last four years were not an 
anomaly but an inevitability: this is how Facebook was built to perform.

An Ugly Truth
Inside Facebook's Battle for Domination
Sheera Frenkel and Cecilia Kang

Sheera Frenkel covers cybersecurity from San Francisco for the 
New York Times. Based in Washington, DC, Cecilia Kang covers 
technology and regulatory policy for the New York Times. Frenkel and 
Kang were part of the team of investigative journalists recognized as 
2019 Finalists for the Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting.

“Fascinating ... Adds a trove of rich detail that will be important 
in the ongoing assessment of social media’s impact on society and 

democracy.”—Washington Post

“The ultimate takedown.”—NYT Book Review

“Explosive.”—Today Show

“Fascinating.” —People
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She Said
Breaking the Sexual Harrasment Story That Helped Ignite a Movement
Jodi Kantor & Megan Twohey

The instant NYT bestseller, soon to be a major motion 
picture starring Carey Mulligan & Zoe Kazan

From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters who broke the news of Harvey 
Weinstein’s sexual harassment and abuse for the New York Times, the 

thrilling untold story of their investigation and its consequences.

In 2017, with a breakthrough reporting technique, Kantor and Twohey 
helped to finally expose Harvey Weinstein’s history of abuse and sexual 
misconduct. But Weinstein had evaded scrutiny in the past, and he was 
not going down without a fight; he employed a team of high-profile 
lawyers, private investigators, and other allies to thwart the investigation. 
When Kantor and Twohey were finally able to convince some sources to 
go on the record, a dramatic final showdown between Weinstein and the 
New York Times was set in motion. 
  
Nothing could have prepared Kantor and Twohey for what followed the 
publication of their initial Weinstein story on October 5, 2017. Within days, 
a veritable Pandora’s box of sexual harassment and abuse was opened. 
Women all over the world came forward with their own traumatic stories. 
Over the next twelve months, hundreds of men from every walk of life 
and industry were outed following allegations of wrongdoing. But did too 
much change—or not enough? 
  
In the tradition of great investigative journalism, She Said tells a thrilling 
story about the power of truth, with shocking new information from 
hidden sources. Kantor and Twohey describe not only the consequences of 
their reporting for the #MeToo movement, but the inspiring and affecting 
journeys of the women who spoke up—for the sake of other women, for 
future generations, and for themselves.

Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey are investigative reporters at the 
New York Times. Jodi and Megan shared numerous honors for 
breaking the Harvey Weinstein story, including a George Polk 
Award, and, along with colleagues, the Pulitzer Prize for Public 
Service.

“An instant classic of investigative journalism...‘All the President’s 
Men’ for the Me Too era.” —Carlos Lozada, The Washington Post
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Aslan, Reza 
 

Zealot: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth 
Random House (2016) 
 

+ A momentous work of popular scholarship and runaway 
bestseller, this provocative biography challenges long-held 
assumptions about Jesus. 
 
 

Rights sold: UK, Arab Territories, ANZ/New Zealand, Bosnia, 
Bulgaria, Brazil, China, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Holland, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lithuania, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, 
Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey 
 

+++ 
 
God: A Human History 
Random House (2017) 
 

+ A national bestseller, exploring humanity’s quest to make 
sense of the divine. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Azerbaikan, Brazil, China, Croatia, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Norway, 
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey 
 

+++ 
 
No god but God: The Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam 
Random House (2005/2011) 
 

+ A literate, accessible introduction to Islam from the #1 New 
York Times bestselling author. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Holland, Germany, Korea, Denmark, Israel, Japan, 
Malaysia, Greece, France, China, Turkey, Italy, Poland, Spain, Arab 
Territories, Lithuania 
 

+++ 
 
Beyond Fundamentalism: Confronting Religious Extremism in 
the Age of Globalization 
Random House (2009) 
 

+ A persuasive analysis of the war on terror in a post-9/11 
world. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Japan, Spain 
 
Rights inquiries for Reza Aslan: rkind@penguinrandomhouse.com 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Basu, Diksha 
 

The Windfall: A Novel 
Crown (2017) 
 

+ A delightful comedy of manners, this debut novel was 
lauded as one of the best books of 2017 by People, 
Entertainment Weekly, TIME, Rolling Stone, and Esquire. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), France (Le Mercure de France), 
Spain (Alianza) 
 

+++ 
 
Destination Wedding: A Novel 
Ballantine (2020) 
 

+ Named one of the best books of the year by Marie Claire and 
New York Post ... What could go wrong at a lavish Indian 
wedding with your best friend and your entire family? 
 
Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury) 
 
 
 
 
Battilana, Julie, PhD, and Tiziana Casciaro, PhD 
 

Power, for All: How It Really Works and Why It’s Everyone’s 
Business 
Simon & Schuster (2021) 
 

+ Discover how to gain (and keep) power in any situation 
with this “remarkably insightful read on what power is, how 
it’s gained, and how it can be used for good” (Adam Grant). 
 

Rights sold: UK (Piatkus), China (Xiron), Germany (Ariston), 
Holland (Ten Have), Italy (Rizzoli), Japan (CCC Media House), 
Korea (ROK Media) 
 
 
 
Bharara, Preet 
 

Doing Justice: A Prosecutor’s Thoughts on Crime, Punishment, 
and the Rule of Law 
Knopf (2019) 
 

+ A New York Times bestseller, with over 100,000 copies sold, 
making the case for why the rule of law is essential. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), China (Booky), India (Bloomsbury 
India) Japan (Hayakawa), Korea (Next Wave), Taiwan (Yuan-Liou), 
Ukraine (Dobra Listyvka) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Brainerd, Amanda 
 

Age of Consent: A Novel 
Viking (2020) 
 

+ Named one of the Best Books of the Summer by Good 
Morning America, Bustle, Cosmopolitan, Harper’s Baazar, LitHub, 
and PopSugar, a captivating timeless novel about friendship, 
sex, and parental damage, intimately evoking the heady 
freedom of our teenage years. 
 
 
 
Chinen, Nate 
 

Playing Changes: Jazz for the New Century 
Pantheon (2018) 
 

+ One of jazz’s leading critics gives us an essential portrait of 
the artists and events that have shaped the music of our time. 
 

Rights sold: Italy (Il Saggiatore), Spain (Alpha DeCay) 
 
 
 
 
Coddington, Grace 
 

Grace: A Memoir 
Random House (2012) 
 

+ A Financial Times Best Book of the Year about the former, 
iconic American Vogue Creative Director. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Chatto & Windus), Brazil (Record), China (Hunan 
Literature & Art), Finland (Nemo), Holland (Atlas-Contact), Japan 
(Space Showers Network), Korea (Bookie), Russia (Sindbad), Spain 
(Turner), Taiwan (Azoth), Turkey (Sho-pigo) 
 
Rights inquiries: itarasconi@unitedagents.co.uk 
 
 
 
Coker, Margaret 
 

The Spymaster of Baghdad: A True Story of Bravery, Family, and 
Patriotism in the Battle Against ISIS 
Dey Street (2021) 
 

+ A New & Notable Title from the New York Times Book Review 
and USA Today, the gripping and heroic story of an elite, top-
secret team of unlikely spies who triumphed over ISIS, 
written by the former NY Times bureau chief in Baghdad. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Viking), Arabic (Al Rafidain Center for Dialogue)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Collins, Lauren 
 

When in French: Love in a Second Language 
Penguin Press (2016) 
 

+ A New York Times bestselling memoir and Amazon Best 
Book of the Month from New Yorker staff writer learning to 
live and love in French. 
 

Rights sold: UK (4th Estate), France (Flammarion), Korea (KL) 
 
 
 
Comstock, Beth 
 

Imagine It Forward: Courage, Creativity, and the Power of 
Change 
Currency (2018) 
 

+ From one of today’s foremost innovation leaders, a personal 
and practical guide to mastering change in the face of 
relentless uncertainty. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Ebury), China (Booky), Korea (Mirae), Russia 
(Alpina), Taiwan (Commonwealth), Ukraine (Yakaboo), Vietnam 
(TRE) 
 
 
 
Deresiewicz, William 
 

A Jane Austen Education: How Six Novels Taught Me About 
Love, Friendship, and the Things That Really Matter 
Penguin Press (2011) 
 

+ A vindication of the women’s novel, and an eloquent 
memoir of a young man’s life transformed by literature. 
 

Rights sold: Brazil (Rocco), China (SDX), Italy (TEA), Korea 
(Jaeseung), Russia (Gayatri), Taiwan (Linking) 
  

+++ 
 
 

Excellent Sheep: The Miseducation of the American Elite and the 
Way to a Meaningful Life 
HMH (2009) 
+ A bestselling manifesto on what elite education should be, 
providing a clarion call to our brightest young minds. 
 

Rights sold: China (Sunnbook), Japan (Sanseido), Korea (Darun), 
Taiwan (Sun Color) 
 

Rights inquiries: marie.florio@simonandschuster.com  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ericsson, Anders and Robert Pool 
 

Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise 
HMH (2016) 
 

+ An empowering account of how to master almost any skill 
from the world’s reigning expert on expertise. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Brazil, Canada, China, Estonia, France, Germany, 
Greece, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Korea, Kyrgyzstan, 
Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, 
Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, Vietnam 
 
 
 

Foer, Joshua 
 

Moonwalking with Einstein 
Penguin Press (2011) 
 
+ An international bestseller and blockbuster phenomenon, 
with 650,000 copies sold, chronicling Foer’s unlikely journey 
to Memory Champion. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Holland, Hungary, 
Indonesia, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lithuania, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Spain, 
Sweden, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, 
Vietnam 
 

 
Foer, Joshua, Dylan Thuras, & Ella Morton 
 

Atlas Obscura: An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden Wonders 
Workman (2015) 
 
+ With almost 1 million copies and two editions in print, AO 
celebrates over 700 of the world’s most awe-inspiring places 
 

Rights sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, China, France, Germany, Holland, 
Italy, Korea, Poland, Romania, Spain 
 
Rights inquiries: kristina@workman.com  
 
 
 
Ford, Kelli Jo 
 

Crooked Hallelujah: A Novel 
Grove Atlantic (2020) 
 
+ Longlisted for the Center for Fiction’s First Novel Prize and 
the Carnegie Medal of Excellence in Fiction, and a NY Times 
Editor’s Choice, a remarkable debut by the winner of the 2019 
Paris Review Plimpton Prize, following four generations of 
Cherokee women across four decades of life. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



Gessen, Masha 
 

The Brothers: The Road to an American Tragedy 
Riverhead (2015) 
 
+ A Time Best Book of the Year, providing the definitive 
account of the events that led the Tsarnaev Brothers to 
perpetrate the Boston marathon bombing. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Scribe), Italy (Carbonio) 
 

+++ 
 

Words Will Break Cement: The Passion of Pussy Riot 
Riverhead (2014) 
 

+ The fullest account so far of the Pussy Riot story, 
reconstructing how this punk protest group resurrected the 
power of truth in a society built on lies. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Granta), Brazil (Martins Fontes), France (L’Ecole 
des Loisirs), Holland (Ambos Anthos), Hungary (Athenaeum), 
Norway (Gyldendal Norsk), Poland (Proszynski), Sweden (Royal 
Dramatic Theatre) 

+++ 
 
 
Perfect Rigor: A Genius and the Mathematical Breakthrough of the  
Century 
Harcourt (2009) 
 
+ The fascinating, moving story of mathematics’ most 
reclusive genius. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Icon), China (Beijing Canglang), France (Globe), 
Germany (Suhrkamp), Greece (Travlos), Israel (Books in the Attic), 
Italy (Carbonio), Japan (Bungeishunju), Russia (Corpus), Serbia (JP 
Sluzbeni), Taiwan (Faces), Vietnam (Tre) 
 

 
+++ 

 
Ester and Ruzya: How My Grandmothers Survived Hitler’s War 
and Stalin’s Peace 
Dial Press (2001) 
 
+ An extraordinary family memoir, revealing the story of 
Gessen’s two grandmothers, who defied Fascism and 
Communism.  
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), Russia (AST), Sweden (Brombergs) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Graham-Felsen, Sam 
 

Green: A Novel 
Random House (2019) 
 
+ Written by a former Obama campaign staffer, a compelling 
coming-of-age story about race, privilege, and the struggle to 
rise in America. 
 

Rights sold: Turkey (Hep Kitap) 
 
 
 
Gefter, Philip 
 

What Becomes a Legend Most: A Biography of Richard Avedon 
Harper (2020) 
 

+ The first definitive biography of Richard Avedon, a 
monumental photographer of the twentieth century, from 
award-winning photography critic Philip Gefter. 
 
 
 
Hathaway, Ooona & Scott Shapiro 
 

The Internationalists: How A Radical Plan to Outlaw War 
Remade the World 
Simon & Schuster (2017) 
 

A fascinating and original history of the men who fought to 
outlaw war and how an often-overlooked treaty transformed 
the modern world. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Allen Lane), China (Social Sciences Academic 
Press), Germany (Siedler), Italy (Neri Pozza), Japan (Bungeishunju), 
Spain (Tres Puntos) 
 
 
 
Heimans, Jeremy and Henry Timms 
 

New Power: How Anyone Can Persuade, Mobilize and Succeed in 
our Chaotic, Connected Age 
Doubleday (2018) 
 

+ In this bestselling guide to navigating the twenty-first 
century, two visionary thinkers reveal the unexpected ways 
power is changing. 
 
Rights sold: UK, Brazil, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, France, 
Germany, Holland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Lithuania, Russia, Taiwan, 
Ukraine 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hilgers, Lauren 
 

Patriot Number One: A Chinese Rebel Comes to America 
Crown (2017) 
 

+ Finalist for the PEN Jacqueline Bograd Weld Biography 
Award and for the J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize, and named a 
best book of 2018 by The New York Times, the WSJ, and many 
others, this book follows one family transplanted from rural 
China to New York. 
 
 
 
Hinton, Elizabeth 
 

America on Fire: The Untold History of Police Violence and Black 
Rebellion Since the 1960s 
Liveright (2021) 
 
+ A New York Times Notable Book from one of our top 
historians, a groundbreaking story of policing and “riots” that 
shatters our understanding of the post–civil rights era. 
 
Rights sold: UK (William Collins), Germany (Blessing)  
 
 
 
Immelt, Jeff 
 

Hot Seat: What I Learned Leading a Great American Company 
Avid Reader Press (2021) 
 

+ From the former CEO of GE, a memoir of leadership in 
times of crisis, sharing hard-won lessons leading a Fortune 
500 company into an uncertain, turbulent world. 
Rights sold: UK (Hodder & Stoughton), China (Beijing Huazhang 
Graphics & Information), Japan (Kobun-sha), Taiwan (Heliopolis), 
Russia (Alpina), Vietnam (TRE) 
 
 

 
Kantor, Jodi and Megan Twohey 
 

Chasing the Truth: A Young Journalist’s Guide to Investigative 
Reporting 
Philomel (2021) 
 

+ The perfect book for all student journalists, this young 
readers adaptation of the New York Times bestseller She Said 
will inspire a new generation of young journalists. 
Rights sold: Greece (Athens Bookstore) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kelly, Scott 
 

Endurance: My Year in Space, a Lifetime of Discovery 
Knopf (2017) 
 

+ The bestselling memoir from the astronaut who spent a 
record-breaking year aboard the International Space Station. 
Rights sold: UK, Brazil, China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Korea, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, 
Turkey, Ukraine, Vietnam 

 
 
Kirkpatrick, David 
 

Into the Hands of Soldiers: Freedom and Chaos in Egypt and the 
Middle East 
Viking (2018) 
 

+ From the international correspondent of the New York Times, 
an engrossing narrative of how and why the Arab Spring 
sparked, and then failed. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury) 
 
 
 

Konnikova, Maria 
 

The Biggest Bluff: How I Learned to Pay Attention, Master 
Myself, and Win 
Penguin Press (2020) 
 

+ A NY Times bestseller and Notable Book of 2020, with over 
100,000 copies sold, telling the story of how a New Yorker 
contributor parlayed a strong grasp of human psychology 
into a life-changing run as a professional poker player. 
 
Rights sold: UK, China, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Korea, Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey, Vietnam 
 
 
Krug, Nora 
 

Belonging: A German Reckons with History and Home 
Scribner (2018) 
 

+ Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award and a Der 
Spiegel Bestseller, this ingenious, illustrated reckoning with 
the past investigates the author’s family’s wartime history in 
Nazi Germany. 
 
Rights sold: UK, Brazil, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Holland, Italy, Korea, Lithuania, Norway, Russia, 
Sweden, Spain, Ukraine 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kunkel, Benjamin  
 

Indecision: A Novel 
Random House (2005) 
 

+ Lauded as a generation-defining novel, this coming-of-age 
novel follows a 28-year-old with a midlife crisis. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Brazil, Catalan, Croatia, Holland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, Spain  
 
 
 
Kunz, Anita 
 

Original Sisters: Portraits of Tenacity and Courage 
Pantheon (2021) 
 

+ With a foreword by Roxane Gay, stunning collection of 150 
portraits of groundbreaking women throughout history—
many of whom are unsung or forgotten—by one of the best 
illustrators working today. 

 
 
 
Laskas, Jeanne Marie 
 

To Obama: With Love, Joy, Anger, and Hope 
Random House (2018) 
 

+ Based on a New York Times Magazine piece, this is the 
empathetic story of the profound relationship with letter 
writers that shaped Obama’s presidency. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), Brazil (Intrinseca), China (Xiron), 
France (Fayard), Germany (Goldmann), Holland (HarperCollins), 
Taiwan (Yeren) 
 
 
 
 
Leibovich, Mark 
 

Big Game: The NFL in Dangerous Times 
Penguin Press (2018) 
 

+ The national bestseller, serving as an enlightening probe of 
America’s biggest cultural force, pro football, at a moment of 
peak success and high anxiety. 
 

Rights sold: UK (HarperCollins)  
 
 
 

 

 

 
 



Leonnig, Carol 
 

Zero Fail: The Rise and Fall of the Secret Service 
Random House (2021) 
 

+ An instant New York Times bestseller, with over 110K copies 
sold, the first definitive account of the rise and fall of the 
Secret Service, from the Kennedy assassination to the 
alarming mismanagement of the Obama and Trump years, 
right up to the insurrection at the Capitol 
 

Rights sold: UK/ANZ (Scribe), Czech (LEDA), Estonia 
(SINISUKK), Germany (Hoffman und Campe), Poland (Bellona), 
Romania (R.A.O.) 
 
 
Leonnig, Carol & Philip Rucker  
 

I Alone Can Fix It: Donald J. Trump’s Catastrophic Final Year 
Penguin Press (2021) 
 

+ The instant #1 New York Times bestseller, the definitive 
behind-the-scenes story of Trump’s final year in office, by 
Pulitzer-Prize winning Washington Post reporters. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), Holland (Atlas Contact) 
 
 
 
Leonnig, Carol & Philip Rucker  
 

A Very Stable Genius: Donald J. Trump’s Testing of America  
Penguin Press (2020) 
 

+ The instant #1 New York Times bestseller, Washington Post 
national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White 
House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize 
winners, provide the definitive insider narrative of Donald 
Trump’s presidency. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Bloomsbury), Holland (Atlas Contact), Brazil 
(Objectiva), Finland (Otava), Germany (Fischer), Greece (Pedio), 
Italy (Mondadori), Ukraine (FORS) 
 
 
 

Leviton, Michael 
 

To Be Honest: A Memoir 
Abrams (2021) 
 

+ A Goodreads Most Anticipated Book of 2021 and an 
Amazon Editors’ Pick, a memoir about an unusual 
upbringing in a family fanatically devoted to honesty, and 
what came next. 
 

Rights sold: Korea (Moonhak Soochup), Russia (Livebook) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Li, Lillian 
 

Number One Chinese Restaurant: A Novel 
Holt (2018) 
 

+ Longlisted for the Women’s Prize for Fiction and for The 
Center for Fiction’s First Novel Prize, this crackling debut 
centers on the family-owned Beijing Duck House. 
 

Rights sold: UK (One) 
 
 
 
Lubow, Arthur 
 

Diane Arbus: Portrait of a Photographer 
Random House (2015) 
 

+ The superbly crafted defining biography of one of the most 
influential and beguiling photographers of the twentieth 
century. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Jonathan Cape), China (China Nationality Art 
Photograph Publishing House), Sweden (Textatbok) 
 
 
Max, D. T. 
 

Every Love Story Is a Ghost Story: A Life of David Foster 
Wallace 
Viking (2012) 
 

+ The bestselling biography of the most influential American 
writer of his generation, named a Best Book of 2012 by The 
New York Times, The Guardian, and more. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Portobello), Finland (Siltala), France (Editions de 
l’Olivier), Germany (Kiepenheuer & Witsch), Italy (Einaudi), 
Poland (Foksal), Romania (Vellant), Spain (Debate) 
 
 
 
Novogratz, Jacqueline 
 

Manifesto for a Moral Revolution: Practices to Build a Better 
World 
Holt (2020) 
 

+ From the New York Times bestselling author, an original 
short-list of essential leadership tools for the 21st century, and 
a manifesto for those who seek to leave this world better than 
they found it. 
 

Rights sold: India (Pan Macmillan India), Japan (Eiji), Spain 
(Planeta)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Owen, Mark 
 

No Easy Day: The Autobiography of a Navy SEAL 
Dutton (2012) 
 

+ The #1 New York Times bestselling first-person account of 
the planning and execution of the Bin Laden raid, with over 2 
million copies sold 
 

Rights sold: UK, Brazil, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greek, Holland, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, 
Spain, Sweden, Thailand 
 

+++ 
 
 

No Hero: The Evolution of a Navy SEAL 
Dutton (2014) 
 

+ The companion volume to the multi-million copy classic No 
Easy Day, by former Navy SEAL Mark Owen. 
 

Rights sold: Brazil, China, France, Germany, Holland, Israel, Italy, 
Japan, Poland, Sweden, Turkey 
 
 
 
Osborne, Lawrence 
 

Only To Sleep: A Philip Marlowe Novel 
Hogarth (2018) 
 

+ A New York Times Notable Book of 2018, and a finalist for 
the Edgar and Shamus awards, commissioned by the estate of 
Raymond Chandler. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Hogarth), Japan (Hayakawa), Spain (Navona) 
 
 
 
 
Pariser, Eli 
 

The Filter Bubble: How the Personalized Web Is Changing What 
We Read and How We Think 
 

+ An eye-opening account and powerful indictment of how 
the hidden rise of personalization on the Internet is 
controlling and limiting the information we consume. 
Rights sold: UK (Viking), Brazil (Zahar), China (Remnin University 
Press), Germany (Hanser), Italy (Il Saggiatore), Japan (Hayakwa), 
Korea (Sigongsa), Russia (Mann, Ivanov & Ferber), Spain (Taurus), 
Taiwan (Rive Gauche) 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
Pierpont, Julia 
 

Among the Ten Thousand Things: A Novel 
Random House (2015) 
 

+ A nationally bestselling and critically acclaimed debut, 
winner of the Scott Fitzgerald Prize, about a family on the 
cusp of irrevocable change, and about love and time lost. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Oneworld), France (Stock), Italy (Mondadori) 
 
 
 
 
Price, Leah 
What We Talk About When We Talk About Books 
Basic (2019) 
 

In encounters with librarians, booksellers, and activists who 
are reinventing old ways of reading, this funny and enjoyable 
book offers fresh hope to bibliophiles and literature lovers 
alike, thanks to the daunting curiosity of Leah Price. 
 

Rights sold: Ukraine (Yakaboo) 
 
 
 
Rachman, Tom 
 

The Italian Teacher: A Novel 
Viking (2018) 
 

A masterful novel about the son of a great painter striving to 
create his own legacy, by the bestselling author of The 
Imperfectionists. 
 
Rights sold: UK (Politikens), Germany (dtv), Italy (La Nave de 
Teseo), Poland (Znak) 
 
  
 
Rash, Ron 
 

In The Valley: Stories and a Novella Based on the New York 
Times Bestseller Serena 
Doubleday (2020) 
 

+ From “one of the great American authors at work today” 
(NY Times) and 2020 Thomas Robinson Prize for Southern 
Literature, a collection of ten searing stories and the return of 
the villainess who propelled Serena to national acclaim. 
 

Rights sold: France (Gallimard)  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rash, Ron 
 

Serena: A Novel 
Ecco (2008) 
 

+ Hailed as a Best Book of the Year by many publications, a 
story of greed, corruption, and revenge set against 1930s 
America’s emerging environmental movement. 
 

Rights sold: UK, ANZ, Brazil, Catalan, China, Czech, Croatia, 
Denmark, France, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Korea, Poland, 
Portugal, Taiwan, Turkey 
 

 
Redniss, Lauren 
 
Oak Flat: A Fight for Sacred Land in the American West 
Random House (2020) 
 

+ A National Bestseller, a NY Times Editors’ Choice and a 
Kirkus Best Book of 2020, anchored by deep reporting and 
haunting artwork by MacArthur “Genius” and National Book 
Award finalist Lauren Redniss, the acclaimed author of 
Thunder & Lightening.  
 
 
 
Reich, Robert, Mehran Sahami, & Jeremy M. Weinstein 
 
System Error: Where Big Tech Went Wrong and How We Can 
Reboot 
Harper (2021) 
 

+ A groundbreaking book from three Stanford University 
professors, looking at how big tech is obsessed with 
optimization, and how we can take back control. 
 
Rights sold: UK (Hodder), Brazil (Globo Livros), Japan (NHK), 
Korea (Across) 
 
 
 
Rhodes, Ben 

The World As It Is: A Memoir of the Obama White House 
Random House (2019) 
 

+ A New York Times and Der Spiegel bestseller, from Barack 
Obama’s closest aide comes a charming and humane behind-
the-scenes account of his presidency. 
 
Rights sold: UK (Bodley Head), Arabic (Haykal), China (Modern 
Press), France (Saint-Simon), Finland (Minerva), Germany (Beck), 
Holland (De Bezige Bij), Spain (Debate) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rich, Nathaniel 
 

Losing Earth: A Recent History 
MCD/FSG (2019) 
 

+ The first book of non-fiction by acclaimed novelist 
Nathaniel Rich reveals the startling truth of how global 
warming could have been stopped three decades ago. 
 

Rights sold: UK, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Poland  
 

Rights inquiries: flora.esterly@fsgbooks.com 
 
 
 
Scott, A.O. 
 

Better Living Through Criticism: How to Think About Art, 
Pleasure, Beauty, and Truth 
Penguin Press (2016) 
 

+ From the chief film critic at the New York Times, an 
intelligent and often funny account of the role of the critic—
and a passionate argument for criticism in everyday life. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Jonathan Cape), Germany (Hanser), Italy (Il 
Saggiatore), Korea (Miraebook), Turkey (Ayrinti) 
 
 
 
Schwartz, Casey 
 

Attention: A Personal History of Finding Focus (or Trying To) 
Pantheon (2020) 
 

+ The author of In the Mind Fields now gives us a 
comprehensive journalistic exploration of our culture’s 
flagging ability to pay attention, infused with the personal 
struggles and insights of a woman coming to terms with the 
demands of the information age. 
 
 
 
Specktor, Matthew 
 

Always Crashing in the Same Car: On Art, Crisis, and Los 
Angeles, California 
Tin House Books (2021) 
 

+ A Los Angeles Times Bestseller and a New York Times Book 
Review Editors’ Choice, excerpted in The Paris Review. 
Blending memoir and cultural criticism, Specktor explores 
family legacy, the lives of artists, and a city that embodies 
both dreams and disillusionment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Todd, Kim 
 

Sensational: A Hidden History of the “Girl Stunt Reporters” 
 

+ A vivid social history that brings to light the “girl stunt 
reporters” of the late 19th century who went undercover to 
expose corruption and abuse, and redefined what it meant to 
be a woman and a journalist—pioneers whose influence 
continues to be felt today. 
 

 
 
Treuer, David 
 

The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Native America from 1890 to 
the Present 
Riverhead (2019) 
 

+ A finalist for the National Book Award, the Carnegie Medal 
for Excellence, and the LA Times Book Prize, this New York 
Times bestseller is a sweeping history of Native American life 
from the Wounded Knee massacre to the present. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Corsair), France (Albin Michel)  
 
 

+++ 
 

Prudence: A Novel 
Riverhead (2015) 
 

+ A masterful novel about love, loss, race and desire in World 
War II-era America, charting the reverberations of a shocking 
act of violence at a rustic Minnesota resort. 
 

Rights sold: France (Albin Michel) 
 
 
 
 
Tzemach Lemmon, Gayle  
 

The Daughters of Kobani: A Story of Rebellion, Courage, and 
Justice  
Penguin Press (2021) 
 

+ An instant New York Times bestseller, optioned for tv by 
Hilary Clinton, the extraordinary store of the women who 
took on the Islamic State and won. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Swift Press), Arabic (Naqesh Publishing), Greece 
(Athens Bookstore Publications), Hungary (Open Book Invest), 
Kurdish (Naqesh Publishing), Poland (Znak), Taiwan (New 
Century), Turkey (Avesta) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ashley’s War: The Untold Story 
Harper (2015) 
 

+ A New York Times bestseller about the first female special 
forces unit in Afghanistan. In development as a feature with 
Fox 2000 and Reese Witherspoon’s Pacific Standard. 
 

Rights sold: Brazil (Rocco), Italy (Piemme), Japan (Kadokawa), 
Poland (Proszynski)   
 

+++ 
 

The Dressmaker of Khair Khana 
Harper (2011) 
 

+ The true story of a fearless young woman who not only 
reinvented herself as an entrepreneur to save her family but 
brought hope to dozens of women in war-torn Kabul. 
 

Rights sold: UK, Brazil, China, Germany, India/Marathi, 
Indonesia, Italy, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Spain, Taiwan, 
Turkey, Uyghur 
 
 
 
Verzemnieks, Inara 
 

Among the Living and the Dead: A Tale of Exile and 
Homecoming 
Norton (2017) 
 

+ A poetic and eloquent memoir about growing up amongst 
Latvian expatriates, this exquisitely written book shows how 
recovery can come generations later through rebuilding 
connections. 
 

Rights sold: UK (One), France (Hoebeke)  
 
 

 
 
Waldman, Adelle 

 

The Love Affairs of Nathaniel P.: A Novel 
Holt (2013) 
 

+ The nationally bestselling debut, named a best book of 2013 
by the New Yorker, NPR, Slate, The Economist, and more. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Heinemann), Brazil (Casa de Palavra), Czech 
Republic (XYZ), Denmark (C&K), France (Christian Bourgois), 
Germany (Liebeskind), Holland (Nieuw Amsterdam), Italy 
(Einaudi), Latin America (Planeta Mexico), Portugal (Teorema), 
Russia (Eksmo), Taiwan (Unitas), Turkey (Yapi Kredi) 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Walker, Sam 
 

The Captain Class: A New Theory of Leadership 
Random House (2017) 
 

From the founding editor of The Wall Street Journal’s sports 
section comes a bold new theory of leadership. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Ebury), ANZ (Penguin Australia), China 
(Post Wave), Czech Republic (Mlada Fronta), Hungary 
(Prtvonal), Japan (Hayakawa), Korea (THE BOM), Russia 
(Eksmo), Spain (Debate), Taiwan (Souler)  

 
Walker, Shaun 
 

The Long Hangover: Putin’s New Russia and the Ghosts of the 
Past 
Oxford University Press (2016) 
 

+ From The Guardian’s Ukraine-based foreign correspondent, 
a deeply reported, bottom-up explanation of Russia's 
resurgence under Putin. 
 

Rights sold: Croatia (TIM Press), Czech (Paseka), Poland 
(Wydawnicstwo Poznanskie), Sweden (Ordfront) 
 

 
Weinstein, Alexander 
 

Universal Love: Stories 
Picador (2021) 
 

+ A hypnotic collection of speculative fiction about 
compassion, love, and human resilience in the technological 
hyper-age. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Text), China (Guomai) 
 
 

 
Yaffa, Joshua 
 

Between Two Fires: Truth, Ambition, and Compromise in Putin’s 
Russia 
Crown (2020) 
 

+ Winner of the Orwell Prize and a New York Times Editor’s 
Choice, a groundbreaking portrait of modern Russia and the 
inner struggles of the people who sustain Vladimir Putin’s 
rule, from the New Yorker’s Moscow correspondent. 
 

Rights sold: UK (Granta), Germany (Ullstein), Holland (Het 
Spectrum), Portugal (Relogio D’Agua)  
 




